Healthcare

Casework Solutions

TMI Cares

Healing
Nursing Station

is a science that is greatly influenced by the
environment. Study after study bears this out.
TMI designs and builds casework and
architectural woodwork for healthcare facilities
that supports effective medicine and nurtures
the healing process.

Swedish Covenant Hospital
Chicago, Illinois

strong visual statement about your facility’s
commitment to excellent care. Patients and their
families will sense warmth, quality and a concern
for detail. Medical staff will be inspired by a
professional environment designed to help them
be as effective and efficient as possible.

Black Hills Surgery Center
Rapid City, South Dakota

Pharmacy Laboratory

Day Surgery Room

TMI casework will make a

Jackson Hospital
Montgomery, Alabama

Pediatrics Patient Room

Akron Children’s Hospital
Akron, Ohio

Flexibility

I

TMI is the nation’s largest
laminate casework manufacturer
for healthcare facilities.

I

We’ve been designing and
building casework, countertops
and architectural woodwork for
hospitals, clinics, medical labs
and other healthcare facilities
since 1969.

Medical Records Office

Catheter Storage

Our line features fixed modular, flexible rail-mounted,
and mobile casework systems so environments can
be configured and re-configured according to evolving
needs, applications and medical advancements.

Kaiser Permanente
Beachwood, Ohio

Kaiser Hospital
Baldwin Park, California

Functionality
Ultimately, form follows function. Nursing stations are
different from surgical suites, and patient rooms are
different from exam rooms. TMI knows how to support
the dynamic hands-on function of each environment.
Black Hills Surgery Center
Rapid City, South Dakota

ICU Reception Area

Nursing Station

is not a passive endeavor. It is quite active.
TMI designs and builds casework to
facilitate the human interaction of staff,
patients and visitors.

Intensive Care Nursing Station

Caring

Good Samaritan Hospital
Phoenix, Arizona

TMI meets or exceeds all AWI
Quality Standards, achieving
Premium Grade when required.

I

Our casework is designed to
comply with all ADA and
Seismic Code requirements.

I

The TMI SpecCheck® program
gives you the freedom to select
from our menu of popular and
proven specification options.

I

As a single source provider, we
integrate architectural woodwork
and countertop options to provide
a cohesive, functional healthcare
environment.

Extended Care Patient Room

I

Vanderbilt Stallworth Rehabilitation Hospital
Nashville, Tennessee

Durability

Patient Room

TMI casework is built to withstand the demands
of real world healthcare environments and has
been independently tested to meet or exceed
all ANSI and industry accepted standards.

TMI is a proud member of the
following industry organizations:

Scientific Equipment
and Furniture
Association
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Woodwork
Institute

AIA Continuing
Education Provider

Emergency Department

University Hospital
Cleveland, Ohio

Presbyterian Hospital
Dallas, Texas

Excellence
Ask-A-Nurse Station

is an ongoing pursuit. The best healthcare
providers are relentless in their pursuit of
more effective and efficient practices. TMI
designs and builds environments that
encourage and support that effort.

Kaiser Permanente
Fairlawn, Ohio

www.tmisystems.com

Summit Medical Center
Nashville, Tennessee

Day Surgery Room

Pathology Lab

For more detailed information and
to download TMI specifications visit

Black Hills Surgery Center
Rapid City, South Dakota

Intensive Care Nursing Station

Kaiser Hospital
Baldwin Park, California

We have learned best practices from working with
healthcare providers coast to coast, and we use
those practices to continuously innovate and design
casework that best facilitates evolving, caring and
healing processes.

Jackson Hospital
Montgomery, Alabama

I

As a comprehensive resource for healthcare
environments, we design and manufacture
storage solutions for surgical suites, medical
and pharmacy labs, trauma centers and more.

I

TMI also provides single source solutions
to the administrative side of healthcare
facilities, including medical offices, records
storage, breakrooms and workrooms.

Nursing Station

Pharmacy Laboratory

Expertise

Children’s Medical Facility
Chicago, Illinois
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